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Policy Questions Relating to Library 
Photoduplication Laboratories 
ROBERT  H .  MULLER  
WITH REFERENCE TO PHOTODUPLICATION of 
documentary materials, the library administrator is primarily con-
cerned with questions of policy. Although he does not underestimate 
the importance of attention to details of photographic techniques 
and equipment, it is his special responsibility to determine functions 
and objectives, to clarify organizational relationships, to produce a 
meaningful economic structure for operations, to establish priorities, 
to explore possibilities of cooperation, and to be generally alert to 
new applications to improve library service. 
The extensive literature dealing with photoduplication laboratories 
of libraries is replete with discussion of techniques, apparatus, his- 
torical origins, as well as with propaganda and crystal-gazing. Out- 
standing among those who have critically and penetratingly focused 
attention primarily on questions of policy, have been H. H. Fussler 
and Gunther Fussler's Photographic Reproduction for Libraries 
has almost achieved the status of a classic in the sense that even 
seventeen years after its publication many of its conclusions and 
recommendations are still valid; and in comprehensiveness of treat- 
ment of fundamental issues it has no rivals. Pflug's much shorter con- 
tribution deals with organizational problems and relationships with 
special reference to the economics of a photolaboratory in a European 
country. Others who might be mentioned because of their attention 
to fundamentals of function, organization, or relationships are Erich 
Zimmennann? E. G. Hill: The purpose of the and R. H. M~ l l e r . ~  
present review is to identify some of the more significant policy ques- 
tions relating to photolaboratories. 
It is not easy to determine when a library should establish a photo- 
laboratory. One reason for the difficulty is that the issue of a service 
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need tends to become mixed up with an issue of economics. It is one 
thing to make provisions for meeting an anticipated demand for 
documentary reproduction; it is quite a different matter to be required 
to set up a service that will operate as a sound business venture. Be- 
cause of this inherent conflict, it is well for librarians not to forget 
that, like interlibrary lending, the &st and foremost function of a 
photolaboratory is to render a current service to scholars located far 
away rather than to solve local space problems, preserve the content 
of deteriorating documents, or copy documents for local patrons. 
The most essential photocopying service called for is the speedy 
documentary reproductions of short runs in response to demands by 
serious students or scholars anywhere in the world; and such service 
should be provided with a minimum of fuss and at the lowest possible 
price. Libraries still are far from having reached this goal. The 
reasons why it has not been reached are four: ( 1 )  There exists no 
regional or national plan in the United States, to say nothing of an 
international plan, which would distribute responsibilities on a coopera- 
tive basis. ( 2 )  Institutional altruism is often lacking because libraries 
tend to give budgetary priority to the meeting of local needs in 
preference to scholarly needs outside their jurisdictions. ( 3 )  Supply-
ing photocopies to scholars in distant locations, involving as it largely 
does the production of short runs, tends to be less rewarding to the 
operator from the point of view of production statistics and laboratory 
income than the production of long runs. ( 4 )  Institutional business 
practices and legal requirements tend to involve library photolabora- 
tories in an extraordinary amount of red tape. 
Any library owning unique or outstanding collections should con- 
sider itself obligated to make provision for the prompt supply of a 
photocopy of any items in its collections at a reasonable price. Such 
provision can conceivably be made through a contract with a com- 
mercial laboratory or through an arrangement with a laboratory of 
another library or a campus laboratory outside the university library. 
The important thing to keep in mind, however, is that any such 
arrangement requires close attention to the prices that customers will 
be charged and to the question of how long it will take to obtain a 
reproduction. 
A survey published in 1951, for instance, showed that, whereas the 
New York Public Library estimated the "time elapsed" at twenty-four 
hours, another great library estimated that the filling of an order 
took no less than thirty days. Similar variations were revealed in 
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prices charged. For instance, Harvard University charged thirty cents 
for an 8% x 11inch photostat whereas another large university library 
charged fifty-five cents for the same.6 
If the prices charged by a given institution are greatly out of line 
with prices charged by other libraries, or if the time for filling an 
order is excessive, the librarian of that institution should seriously 
consider the establishment of a laboratory in his own library, even at 
the risk of burdening his library with a service that may have to be 
subsidized to a considerable extent. There may, of course, be other 
advantages than lower prices. As Director H. M. Lydenberg pointed 
out in 1940, in a letter quoted by Fussler, with reference to the estab- 
lishment of microfilming services at the New York Public Library: 
"By institutional operation rather than contractual operation much 
more careful handling of material is assured; quicker service is pro- 
vided; scholarship benefits because the price charged is based on the 
mere rate of labor and material, with elimination of profits, taxes, and 
similar elements." 
In Europe, in contrast to the United States, commercial £irms have 
made a business out of supplying photocopies of parts or excerpts 
from published works, especially scholarly or scientific journals. 
Zimmermann raised the question as to whether publicly supported 
libraries are justified in contributing free bibliographical and circula- 
tion services to profit-motivated enterprises. Such a symbiotic rela- 
tionship may call for a contract providing for full payments to li-
braries. Zimmermann also contends that photocopies of manuscripts, 
rare works, and unpublished dissertations should be supplied to com- 
mercial firms only in the form of positive prints, with the library 
keeping the negative. 
Although evidence has apparently never been published to show 
whether prices charged by commercial or other nonlibrary connected 
laboratories doing work for libraries tend to be higher than prices 
charged by photolaboratories connected with libraries, there is reason 
to expect that commercial rates and rates charged by institutional 
laboratories that must operate on a self-sustaining basis are higher 
because such laboratories cannot afford to operate at a loss whereas 
libraries can and do justify subsidization of their photolaboratories. 
On the other hand, a laboratory which has a large sustained volume 
of work, whether it is commercial or not, can operate more efficiently 
than a library that receives only an occasional order. Whether the 
heightened efficiency of nonlibrary-connected laboratories actually 
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results in low prices rather than high profits depends, of course, on 
the extent of competition and other factors. 0. H. Spohr reported 
that in South Africa library rates for photocopies were much lower 
than commercial rates9 
With reference to conditions in Germany, Pfluglo expressed the 
opinion that prices charged by university libraries must not be higher 
than those charged by commercial firms for comparable work. This 
objective is difficult to achieve if the authorities insist on the library 
photolaboratory to be self-supporting. The reasons for the difficuliy 
are that (1) billing is more costly when it has to go through the 
business office of a university; ( 2 )  a library must handle every type 
of order, even unprofitable ones; ( 3 )  a library cannot readily lay off 
its employees during slack seasons; and ( 4 )  the bibliographic search- 
ing burden placed upon the staff is considerable. To be competitive 
with commercial firms as far as prices are concerned, Pflug concludes 
that subsidization is necessary. On the other hand, Pflug feels that 
a library photolaboratory that is not self-supporting will find it diffi- 
cult to obtain needed personnel increases or new equipment. Since 
the volume of work an institutional laboratory will be called upon 
to perform is beyond the control of the laboratory's manager, the only 
way for a laboratory to become self-sustaining (without subsidy), 
according to Pflug, is to set its rates high enough to yield an income 
sufEicient to pay its expenses. 
Directories of institutional photoduplication services reveal wide 
differences even among rates charged by different institutions that 
have institutional (but not necessarily library-connected) labora-
tories. For instance, Brinkley's Di~ec to ry ,~~listing seventy-seven insti- 
tutions, showed that while most American libraries in 1959 charged 
between $.03 and $.05 per microfilm exposure, six charged $.025 or 
less and three charged $.06 or more; a scholar needing microfilmed 
reproductions will be charged per exposure $.02 by the University of 
Maryland, $.03 by Princeton University, $.04 by Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology, $.05 by Dartrnouth College, $.06 by Johns Hop- 
kins, and $.07 by the Huntington Library. (Princeton and M.I.T. have 
photolaboratories in their libraries, whereas Dartmouth, Johns Hop- 
kins, and the University of Maryland have microfilming done through 
their campus laboratories; the Huntington Library has its filming 
done in an institutional laboratory that also serves its art gallery and 
botanic gardens.) Minimum charges per item range from $.SO to 
$3.00. These illustrations indicate that a few important research li-
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braries operating no photolaboratories under their direct control do 
cause customers to be charged relatively high rates as compared to 
what some library-connected laboratories charge. It is difficult to 
keep prices at levels comparable to those charged by other libraries 
if a photolaboratory is outside the control of the library and is obli- 
gated to operate on a self-supporting basis as is often the case. 
A lone voice in this price wilderness has been Atherton Seidell's. 
He argued that microfilm copies of journal articles should be given 
to patrons free of charge in publicly supported libraries.12 He pre- 
sented data from the Army Medical Library (now renamed "National 
Library of Medicine") to show that the total cost of lending a volume 
is appreciably higher than the cost of making and sending out a 
microfilm.13 He felt it was most unfortunate that microfilming had 
become a subsidiary operation conducted on a self-sustaining basis 
rather than an integral part of library service.14 Seidell's advocacy of 
free microfilming service, however, has not received ready acceptance 
by library administrators of large research libraries. The National 
Library of Medicine supplies free photocopies through libraries to a 
strictly limited certi£ied clientele of scholars in the field of medicine. 
No other significant instances of free service are known to the author. 
Fussler pointed out that the advocates of "free" microfilming overlook 
that the service might be exploited by a minority of users.15 This may 
explain why the idea has not been widely adopted, quite apart from 
the fact that most laboratories have been set up on a self-sustaining 
basis and depend on the income from microfilm orders. What is col- 
lected as income for short runs is often less than the total expense of 
bringing the documents to the camera, completing the photographic 
work, conducting correspondence, and doing the accounting, billing, 
collecting, and auditing operations. Although free microfilm service 
would eliminate costly business procedures, it would require a 
judgment-making operation to distinguish legitimate and reasonable 
orders from those that represent abuses and exploitation. It is not 
unlikely that the cost of applying judgment to each order might ex- 
ceed the cost of the eliminated business procedures and would, there- 
fore, represent no advantage over the system of priced microfilm. 
Charging for photocopying services functions as an automatic mech- 
anism designed to prevent irresponsible demands from reaching the 
laboratory and thus performs an indispensable function. Within this 
framework, Seidell's argument l6 that specialized libraries should offer 
free microfilm of journal articles because microfilming requires only 
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inexpensive equipment and inexperienced help becomes irrelevant, 
for there is nothing to prevent such a laboratory from being overrun 
by orders that cannot be handled without a sizable subsidy. If an 
institution such as the Harvard, Yale, the University of California, or 
the University of Michigan were to offer free microfilm, they would 
soon find themselves inundated by a flood of orders that their refer- 
ence and bibliographic staffs could not cope with. It is evident that 
the idea of free microfilm initially requires a cooperative arrange- 
ment among all significant research libraries whereby each would be 
assigned specified regional and/or subject-matter responsibilities. 
Even then, abuses would not be easy to control unless all orders were 
required to be placed through bona fide scholarly libraries willing to 
assume the burden of strict screening of orders according to criteria 
cooperatively agreed upon. 
A compromise solution might be found in a nationwide agreement 
on price ceilings, adopted annually by action of national professional 
associations of librarians and documentalists. Although the establish- 
ment of such price ceilings will be criticized by some as impractical 
or a restriction of institutional freedom, it will be a boon to scholars, 
will eliminate much correspondence, and may help to provide justifi- 
cation for subsidies in many institutional situations. As a matter of 
fact, an informal kind of price-aligning is probably going on among 
some photolaboratories in any case. It was reported in 1955 that a 
small number of libraries admitted that they merely intended to keep 
their prices in line with those charged by similar institutions rather 
than basing their prices on careful cost analyses.17 
Returning to the question as to when a library should establish a 
photolaboratory, the actual current situation in the U.S. is probably 
quite an improvement over the situation of 1942 when Fussler noted 
"the anomalous position of having reproductive facilities in at least 
a few institutions which do not need them, while they are lacking in 
certain libraries from which reproductions should be made avail- 
able." Is Fussler did not supply any data to show which libraries then 
did or did not have photolaboratories, nor did he indicate which 
specific libraries then lacking reproductive facilities should consider 
installing them. He did envisage, however, a regional pattern con-
sisting of ( 1 )  a few fully equipped laboratories and ( 2 )  a much 
larger number of less elaborately equipped laboratories in university 
and special libraries distributed along regional lines.19 This pattern 
has so far failed to emerge. 
[4191 
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If the demand for photocopying in a library is quite negligible and 
the collections of the library concerned are insignificant from the 
point of view of research or unique holdings, the establishment of a 
laboratory obviously need not be considered. As R. C. Gremling has 
pointed out: "You must have something to reproduce, something other 
libraries will need."20 Nevertheless a few relatively small libraries 
that may presume to own quite limited, if any, research materials 
have established photolaboratories for purely local service; an example 
is Fenn C0llege.~1 On the other hand, a few large libraries, notably 
the Universities of Indiana and Wisconsin, have all their work done 
by commercial firms.22 The following twenty-one very large libraries 
have photolaboratories of their own: 
Approximate number 
of uolumes 
in Libray 
Library of Congress 11,411,475 

Harvard University 6,000,000 

New York Public Library 4,000,000 

Yale University 4,000,000 

University of Illinois 3,000,000 

Cleveland Public Library 3,000,000 

University of Michigan 2,600,000 

University of California, Berkeley 2,300,000 

Columbia University 2,275,000 

University of Chicago 2,000,000 

University of Pennsylvania 1,600,000 

Princeton University 1,500,000 

Enoch Pratt Free Library 1,450,000 

Duke University 1,390,000 

Ohio State University 1,250,000 

University of California, Los Angeles 1,000,000 

National Library of Medicine 1,000,000 

University of Washington 1,000,000 

U.S. Department of Agriculture Library 1,000,000 
University of North Carolina 960,000 
University of Virginia 942,000 
The University of Minnesota Library has microfilming done through 
a campus Audio-Visual Education Service, but the film is developed 
by a commercial firm in Chicago; photostats are supplied through 
another agency. A'mong very large libraries, Johns Hopkins University 
Library has its photographic work handled through a campus agency, 
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as was mentioned in another connection. Northwestern University has 
its work done through the University of Chicago. At Cornell, the li- 
brary depends on a central photographic campus laboratory. At the 
University of Texas, microfilming camera work is done in its news- 
paper collection, but the film is processed by a commercial firm else- 
where; other types of photocopying are done by several campus 
agencies. 
To summarize the following seven very large libraries in the U.S., 
apparently manage to get along without full-scale photolaboratories 
operated as part of the library organization: the Universities of Indi- 
ana, Wisconsin, Texas, Minnesota, Cornell, Northwestern, and Johns 
Hopkins. These listings omit only a few large libraries not included in 
Brinkley's Directory, about which information has not been obtained. 
Among libraries listed in Brinkley's Directory that own fewer than 
900,000 volumes, twenty-six have photolaboratories within their or-
ganizational structure. By size, these libraries are distributed as fol- 
lows: 
No. of Volumes No. of Libraries 
in Library with Laboratories 
Up to 299,000 5 
300,000 to 599,000 8 
600,000 to 899,000 12 
Volumes Not Reported 1 
Total 26 
This distribution reflects the fact that as the size of a library in- 
creases, the likelihood of its operating a photolaboratory of its own 
also tends to increase. This tendency would show up even more 
dramatically if the number of libraries having no laboratories of their 
own were shown for each size-interval. The question as to how large 
a library has to be before it should consider installing a photolabora- 
tory cannot be definitively answered. All that can be concluded is that 
some libraries owning less than 300,000 have photolaboratories while 
others owning over a million volumes operate with impunity without 
such services. 
The forty-seven photolaboratories in the U.S. that form parts of 
libraries vary greatly in size all the way from the Library of Congress 
with its seventy employees to those having less than the equivalent 
of one full-time employee. The forty-six of these forty-seven libraries 
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for which information on the number of employees has been supplied 
distribute themselves as follows: 
No. of Employees No. of Libraries 
Less than 3 26 
3 to 5.9 9 
6 to 8.9 5 
9 to 11.9 2 
14 to 70 4 
-
Total 46 
It has been carefully calculated by Pflug 23 that it is uneconomical 
to operate a photolaboratory (in Germany) if the volume of work is 
too small to require a minimum staff of three employees. If this stand- 
ard is applied to library photolaboratories in the U.S., it appears that 
over half of the libraries in the tabulation above cannot operate on a 
self-sustaining basis and, therefore, need subsidization. 
In order to reduce the amount of subsidy required, library photo- 
duplication laboratories have tended to take on additional photo- 
copying tasks. Typically, they have become involved in the micro- 
filming of long runs of newspapers, serials, dissertations, manuscripts, 
etc. The danger of doing such work is that it may cause the more 
crucial but unprofitable short-run work to be pushed into a low 
priority group by tying up limited camera and developing facilities. 
Other work taken on includes work totally unrelated to library mate- 
rials, such as the filming of office records, the preparation of slides, 
the copying of transcripts, etc. On the face of it, there is nothing 
wrong with a library photolaboratory's undertaking extraneous jobs 
if the profits from such work help to reduce the subsidy required to 
support the primary task of supplying short runs to scholars promptly 
and at minimal prices. Librarians have been coy about bidding for 
extraneous jobs, and at least, one commercial operator has expressed 
opposition to this sort of enterprise on the ground that it represents 
unfair competition by tax-exempt institutions. Only one case is known 
in which a library-connected laboratory admits that it is its policy to 
participate in competitive bidding situations. 
The subtle relationship between subsidization and the need for 
library cooperation has not been brought out in the open in library 
literature. Many librarians are under the illusion that their photo- 
laboratories are self-sustaining when in fact they are not. In cases where 
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laboratories are not self-sustaining, a hidden subsidy in the form of 
rent-free space, utilities, telephone, regular library salaries and wages 
(for bibliographic searching and circulation work) and/or equipment 
replacement may be involved. In other cases, librarians readily admit 
or proudly proclaim that their photolaboratories are operated as a serv- 
ice which is subsidized like interlibrary lending or other regular local 
library service for which no charge is made. Wherever a subsidy is 
involved, whether hidden or openly recognized, a library has the 
right to expect that other research libraries will assume a similar 
burden. A large research library that does not operate laboratories of 
its own while countenancing high rates charged by a commercial firm 
or campus photolaboratory, with which it has established an agree- 
ment, is in fact failing to do its share by causing customers in its re- 
gion to apply for service to libraries in other regions, thus increasing 
the burdens carried by these other libraries in cases when the docu- 
mentary materials wanted by customers are also held in its own li- 
brary. 
Once a decision has been reached to establish a laboratory in a 
research library, the appropriate dimension of the laboratory must 
be determined. What photographic processes should it be able to 
handle? How much of a capital outlay is required? To convey an 
approximate idea of the cost of a fairly sizable basic laboratory, the 
following list of major equipment, with estimated current prices, in- 
cluded in the Photoduplication Service of the University of Michigan 
Library is presented: 
1-18" x 24" Photostat Camera with Conveyer. ................... .$ 3,280 
1-Two Cell Print Washer (for photostats). ....................... 360 
1-30-inch Print Dryer (for photostats and microfilm enlargements). . .  450 
1-20-inch Paper Trimmer (for trimming photostats). .............. 45 
3 -Planetory-type 35 mm. Microfilm Cameras (for book and manuscript 
copy) @ $3,425 ............................................ 10,275 
3 -Book Cradles @ $135 (for holding books and paper flat while film- 
ing) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  405 
1-Rotary Type 16 mm. Camera ( for office records and cards ) . . . . . . . .  1,100 
1-Continuous Microfilm Processing Machine. ..................... 7,900 
1-Continuous Microfilm Printing Machine (for making positive micro- 
film) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,900 
1-Densitometer (for printing microfilm positives and density control). 115 
1-Microfilm Enlarger (for enlarged microfilm prints). . . . . . . . . . . . . .  595 
1-Print Washer (for microfilm enlargements) ..................... 375 
1-Interval Timer (for exposure control of microfilm enlargements). . .  30 
1-Enlarging Easel (for microfilm enlargements). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 
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1 -Microfilm Reader (for inspecting microfilm). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  475 
1-Film Measuring Machine (for measuring the length of film). ...... 95 
1 -Splicer (for connecting parts of microfilm). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  45 
2 -Pairs of Rewinders @ $30 (for handling and editing roll film). .... 60 
1 -18-inch Paper Trimmer (for miscellaneous trimming). . . . . . . . . . . .  20 
1-Diffusion Transfer Copier (for quick copies). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  300 
1 -4" x 5" Press Type Camera (for copying photographs and continuous 
tone material) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  310 
1 -4" x 5" Condenser Type Enlarger (for making glossy prints). . . . . .  355 
1 -Photoclerk Camera (copying cards, etc. ) . ..................... 800 
1-Photoclerk Processor (developing photoclerk paper) .............. 1,700 
1-Reel-type Manual Microfilm Processor (for emergency processing of 
microfilm) ................................................ 300 

Total ............................................... .$31,315 

Added to this list should be construction of partitions, three small 
dark rooms, built-in sinks, chairs, desks, file cases, and an intercom- 
munication system, plumbing and light fixtures, storage facilities, and 
air conditioning (humidity and temperature control) for the dark 
rooms and the film developing and inspection area. 
A laboratory of this sort is capable of speedily producing photostat 
prints, negative and positive microfilm, quick copies of pages from 
books, microfilm enlarging, and photoclerk prints. It occupies an area 
of about 2,500 square feet, employs the equivalent of eight full-time 
staff members, handles about 3,000 separate orders a year, including 
140,000 exposures of negative microfilm, and produces annually about 
$24,000 worth of services. Photographic equipment which the Mich- 
igan Laboratory does not have, but two other major laboratories own 
are a continuous Xerox Copyflo printer costing $52,000 (of which two 
are in the Library of Congress and one is in the National Library of 
Medicine), an ozalid printer (Yale), and a Thennofax-reader-printer 
(University of North Carolina, Duke University). Most laboratories 
would find the Xerox Copyflo printer a most useful machine to add, 
but the cost is as yet so high, that only the very largest laboratories 
have a sufficient volume of work to justify the capital outlay. The 
possibility of a joint purchase and use by several libraries, which 
has been explored by the author, has so far not proved feasible. Among 
the libraries that are currently having continuous Xerox work done by 
commercial operators are the University of California and the Uni- 
versity of Michigan. The use made of this process by the National 
Library of Medicine is particularly noteworthy; in 195859 this library 
produced about three million exposures of negative microfilm, which 
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Copyflo could quickly convert, and conceivably did convert, into en- 
largement prints. 
The few libraries that have larger laboratories than the University 
of Michigan Library differ from it largely in terms of ownership of 
more cameras and duplication of other machinery. For instance, the 
Library of Congress owns nineteen microfilm (35 mm.) and two 
photostat cameras, and has two automatic film processors; the New 
York Public Library owns eight microfilm cameras, including one 
continuous feed type, and five photostat cameras; the University of 
California owns four microfilm and two photostat cameras; the Na- 
tional Library of Medicine owns seven microfilm (35 mm.) and two 
photostat cameras; and Yale University owns five microfilm (35 mm. ) 
and two photostat cameras. 
If a library must reduce the amount it can spend for an initial out- 
lay, the price of equipment most likely to fall by the wayside is the 
automatic film processor. Among large libraries that have been getting 
along without this equipment are the following: 
Approximate No. of Exposures of 
Negative Microfilm Produced 
Library Annually (1958/59, except where 
indicated otherwise) 
Yale 575,443 (Processor on order) 

Haward 300,000 (Processor desired) 

University of Illinois 141,130 

Columbia University 95,000 ( 1957/58) 

University of North Carolina 54,803 ( 1957/58) 

University of Virginia 47,500 (1957/58 ) 

Princeton 47,000 ( 1957/58) 

On the other hand, a few libraries with relatively small processing 
volumes do own automatic processors: 
Approximate No. of Exposures of 
Library Negative Microfilm Produced 
Annual 1y-1958/59 
University of Missouri 20,000 
University of New Mexico 39,862 
An automatic film processor installed at one large university library 
in 1958 had an estimated capacity of over 600,000 feet of film a year, 
assuming an eight-hour shift, five days a week. At the time of installa- 
tion, the initial processing need was estimated to be only 50,000 feet 
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a year, or about one-twelfth of capacity. This meant that the processor 
was expected to be in operation less than four hours a week. The 
question obviously arose as to how such low utilization of an ex-
pensive piece of automatic machinery could be justified. 
Manual processing (e.g., with a Nikor reel) of a one hundred foot 
roll of film could be assumed to take about sixty minutes, whereas an 
operator is tied up for only about an average of fifteen minutes per 
100 foot reel in automatic processing, including time for chemical 
mixing and cleaning of equipment. (The exact time manual develop- 
ing consumes is difficult to determine. It involves spooling the film on 
a Nikor reel, developing, fixing, washing, drying, and winding the 
film on a spool. Even with close scheduling and the use of two reels, 
it is doubtful whether an operator would normally process more than 
eight one hundred foot rolls in an eight-hour day, or sixty minutes per 
roll. The same eight rolls of film can be processed in two hours with 
the automatic Canadian Applied Research Tri-Film Processor, which 
is used at the University of Michigan.) Assuming an hourly wage 
rate of $3.00 for a skilled photographic technician and an annual 
production of five hundred one hundred foot reels (50,000 ft.), the 
annual labor cost for manual processing is $1500 as against $375 for 
automatic processing; to the latter figure, about $200 a year must be 
added for a machine maintenance contract, giving a total of $575. 
The difference between the two processes is $925. The automatic 
processor under consideration costs $7900, and the reel-type manual 
processor, $300; the difference between the two pieces of equipment 
is $7600. On the basis of an annual saving of $925 under automatic 
processing, it will take about eight years and a quarter to recover the 
capital outlay. Since the automatic processor can be expected to last 
a minimum of ten years, it appears that the installation of an auto- 
matic processor will be advantageous despite a low volume of process- 
ing in relation to capacity. 
There are other advantages connected with automatic processing: 
(1 )  It readily allows for an expanding volume of production. ( 2 )  Less 
skill is necessary. ( 3 )  The skilled photographic technician will not 
be tied up with processing work for so many hours per week nor in 
so engrossing a fashion as he would be with manual processing and 
can, therefore, devote himself to a greater extent to other tasks re- 
quiring photographic, technical, and supervisory skills in connection 
with photostat, xerography, multilithing, enlargement printing, posi- 
tive microfilm printing, microfilm inspection, correspondence, and 
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customer relations. (4)  An automatic processor makes it possible to 
take care of a possible peak load of over two thousand feet of film a 
day if necessary, which would not be possible with the use of a single 
reel-type developer and one operator. 
There are other pieces of equipment that a photolaboratory can 
initially do without. Among these are particularly the continuous micro- 
film printing machine for positive microfilm. The question as to 
whether a laboratory can be started with a small number of indis- 
pensable pieces of equipment and installations and be gradually 
built up as the demand warrants or requires, or whether it is better 
to start with a full-fledged installation is controversial. For instance, 
Gremling stated: "To play safe, start small and allow the needs to 
grow with demand." 24 Fussler, on the other hand, contended that 
"starting on a 'shoe-string' works to the disadvantage of the client." 25 
The following quotation discusses this question in greater detail: 
Many present-day microfilmers are of the opinion that this field 
should be approached with great caution. Even where adequate funds 
exist, these over-cautious administrators will purchase secondhand or 
inferior materials for their laboratories to see if the venture will prove 
successful. Since a complete investigation of all sides of this question 
should have been conducted before any expenditure whatsoever was 
made, what then is the question of the success or failure of the en- 
deavor? Unless the positive outcome of the project is assured by such 
a study, microfilming on a productive basis, regardless of the scope 
of the production, should not be attempted. When, however, the re- 
sults of such a study are affirmative, there is no reason for this waste- 
ful step-by-step approach to the desired end. More money in the form 
of cash outlay for second-hand cameras, readers, etc., as well as money 
in the form of man-hours has been expended in this manner than 
will ever be known. A microfilming unit will carry itself financially 
only if it produces in quantity, and quantity production can come 
only from quality equipment, supplies and fac i l i t i e~ .~~  
The library administrator may have no choice; but in most cases it 
would seem advisable to wait until the necessary funds for a well-
rounded laboratory can be secured. It is difficult to maintain archival 
standards in the product of a laboratory unless proper equipment is 
available; and it is important to maintain such standards since cus- 
tomers tend to accept the product on faith rather than examine it ex- 
posure by exposure upon receipt. J. P. Danton and Charles Elfont, 
describing their experiences in operating a medium-sized microfilming 
laboratory at Temple University, where the work was handled by a 
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total of three student assistants, warned that only large libraries can 
undertake efficient micr~filming.~~ 
It is possible for a photoduplication service to operate even without 
manual developing equipment. In such cases, rolls of film can be 
processed commercially. The disadvantage is that a period of seven 
days usually elapses before a film is processed and returned from the 
commercial laboratory. Since inspection of the film is recommended 
before the documents are returned to the shelves, this delay causes the 
documents to remain in the laboratory for a much longer time than 
may be desirable from the point of view of service to readers. More- 
over, if retakes are necessary, film will have to be sent to the labora- 
tory again, causing a further delay in the delivery of the finished 
product. Fussler expressed the view that, if this inspection is to be 
made without undue delay, developing equipment near the camera 
is required.28 
If the volume of processing is about 50,000 feet a year (or about 
ten one hundred foot rolls a week) and if the cost of commercial 
processing plus postage and insurance is about $2.50 per roll, the 
annual cost of processing would be $1,250. The cost for ten years 
would be $12,500. If, instead, the library had purchased an automatic 
processor for about $7900, the cost of labor for the processing of 500,-
000 feet would have been $3,750 plus $2,000 for a machine mainte- 
nance contract for ten years; hence the total cost would have been 
$13,650. This very rough cost comparison suggests that, assuming a 
ten-year amortization period, the cost of automatic processing in a 
library's own laboratory need not be much higher than the cost of 
having film developed by a commercial laboratory, provided that the 
volume of processing is not less than about ten rolls a week. For a 
twenty-year amortization period, which would not be unreasonable 
to assume, a lower volume would justify automatic processing equip- 
ment, quite apart from the question of speed of service, which may 
be the overriding consideration in any case. 
Some librarians, in their enthusiastic acceptance of microfilm as a 
means of space-saving, have attempted to justify the establishment of 
a photolaboratory on the ground that many less frequently used pub- 
lications in library stacks could be microfilmed and the originals dis- 
carded. It has been found, however, that such conversion is economi- 
cally possible only if several libraries agree to share the cost of 
producing the negative film. A recent example of such a project is the 
microfilming of certain Chinese journals by the Photoduplication 
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Service of the Library of Congress in 1958 and 1959. In such projects 
it is necessary to circularize the list of titles microfilmed and ask other 
libraries for commitments as to subscriptions. The larger the number 
of subscribers, the lower the subscription price. For instance, volumes 
1 through 22 of Hsiao-shuo yueh-pao (The Short Story Magazine), 
published in Shanghai from 1910 to 1931, involving 3,600 feet of 
microfilm, costs $500 if three subscribers can be found, but only $305 
if ten subscribers can be found.29 Photolaboratories of libraries are 
fully justified in undertaking projects of this sort to earn reasonable 
profits that will help subsidize their short-run work by taking fuller 
advantage of their camera and processing capacity. 
R. T. Esterquest has shown that the production of a positive film of 
a long run of an infrequently used journal costs fifty-five times as 
much as the annual cost of storage of the originals in an inexpensive 
storage building.30 Thus it would take fifty-five years before the cost 
of microfilming could be recovered unless several libraries undertook 
such a project on a cooperative basis. J. Burkett refers to a British 
study which refutes the general acceptance that microfilm is a low- 
cost substitute for storage and binding and shows that record costs 
over a period of twenty to sixty years equal the cost of mi~rofilming.~~ 
The establishment of a microfilming laboratory must, therefore, be 
justified on other grounds than space-saving. 
A final word about the future: Are photolaboratories of libraries 
here to stay? The photostat camera, introduced into libraries around 
the time of World War I, is still in wide use. Where speedy repro- 
duction meeting archival standards is called for, the photostat is still 
a useful piece of equipment; photostat prints can usually be supplied 
within twenty-four hours or less. A few libraries that do not own a 
photostat camera supply microfilm enlargements instead at lower 
prices. The obvious disadvantage is that such enlargements cannot 
be produced with equal speed. 
Quick-copying machines, which have not been considered in this 
review because they are not necessarily associated with a laboratory, 
have found their way into most libraries and have proved to be ac- 
ceptable wherever the observance of archival standards has not been 
required. 
For the copying of short runs, microfilm is impractical when the 
number of pages to be copied is so small that photostats would cost 
less than the minimum rate charged for a microfilm order. 
Microfilming, which began as a novelty in libraries around 1935, is 
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now accepted as a matter of course in many places. The dry continu- 
ous electrostatic xerography process began to appear in libraries about 
1958 in the form of the automatic Xerox Copy00 machine, producing 
enlargements from microfilm at a fantastic rate. Libraries have un- 
fortunately not been able to take full advantage of this invention to 
date. The next stage will be a more widespread use of Xerox Copyflo, 
conceivably on a cooperative-use basis, as well as the increased use of 
the microfilm reader-printer, which has been much improved since its 
introduction in 1958. Photocopying in place of interlibrary lending 
may be expected to become standard procedure in most research li- 
braries. goes one step further and envisages the adoption of 
closed-circuit television with personal receivers of individual scientists 
being fitted with printers. If and when this development has become 
a reality, photocopying by research libraries will, according to Hill, be 
uneconomic and unnecessary and, therefore, become extinct. Mean- 
while we may expect to witness the establishment of new photo-
laboratories in all major research libraries that do not now operate 
such installations and the enlargement of existing laboratories. 
Note: The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance on technical matters 
received from J. G. Gantt, head of the University of Michigan Library's Photo-
duplication Service. 
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